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Executive Summary
Fill in the Executuve Summary here

We will capture
the reader’s
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powerful excerpt
from the summary
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Introduction

T

he Democracy Development Program (DDP) is a Non-Profit Company (NPC)
and a Civil Society Organisation (CSO) that exists to deepen the practice of democracy in South Africa. We are based in KwaZulu Natal (KZN). We’ve observed the year of 2017 through the lens of an awakened sense of ownership,
responsibility and urgency, by various stakeholders in society- particularly nongovernmental organisations. The work of DDP often challenges individuals, organisations and institutions to not only preach democracy, but to make it an intentional and
lived part of their existence.
Our mission is to build strong and active communities that can hold those in power to
account. Since our beginning in 1993 we have achieved this mission by: encouraging
citizen engagement with burning issues in politics and development, holding public and
political forums that encourage peaceful and constructive dialogue, providing civic education, observing elections, advocacy, strengthening civil society and community voices
and building functional and effective relationships between communities and local government.
Whilst we are based in KZN, the footprint of our efforts extends beyond the province
through various strategic engagements that we’ve involved ourselves in, which include
the Good Governance Learning Network (GGLN) among others. With 20-plus years of
experience in the civil society space, we have moved comfortably into the leadership of
key networks- as can be seen in our leadership of the KwaZulu Natal Civil Society Coalition’s governance sub-sector.
This report further unpacks the impact that we, as the Democracy Development Program, have made in communities and organisations for the year of 2017.

The DDP Vision

O

ur vision is to mobilise citizen action
for positive change in society which
This story canencourages
fit 100co-creating a world of
150 words.
possibilities. We advocate for: an
The
subject
matter thatand involved citizenry contribactive,
informed
appears in newsletters is
uting
transformed society and revirtuallytoward
endless. a
You
sponsive
government
through a strong, organcan
include stories
that
focus
current
technolised on
civil
society
that actively promotes a culogies or innovations in
ture
of democracy and supports the developyour field.
ment of connected, purposeful and active
You may also want to
communities.
note business or economic trends, or make
predictions for your customers or clients.

This vision is realised through three main areas of our programs. These are: activating,
If
the newsletter
is diseducating
and
mobilising citizens, strengthening civil society organisations through
mentorship and deepening DDP’s praxis through building a community of practice.
www.ddp.org.za
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How Does the DDP Work in the World?
DDP Theory of Change: Connecting Communities.

T

he DDP works with and in the interest of people/citizens and community organisations. We deepen the practice of democracy by creating space for active citizenship, and citizen’s voices and initiatives. Citizens are at the core of all our
work. We believe this is the necessary precondition for a just, sustainable and
developmental society and state.
Citizen centered development has, as its key principle, the inversion of power away from
the “experts” who seek to “save” communities, to the citizens themselves as designers
and co-creators of their own future. To do this, we must shift our perception of communities from that of poverty, scarcity and brokenness to one of abundance, resilience, gifts
and possibilities. This is not an easy shift to make and calls on us to construct a new paradigm based on the values of ownership, possibilities, authentic dissent, gifts and commitment. A community based on scarcity, dependent on systems, with citizens competing and living in isolation from one another, threatens democracy.

“Citizen-centered

development has, as its key
principle, the inversion of

power away from the
“experts” who seek to
“save” communities, to the
citizens themselves as
designers and co-creators
of their own future.”

The abundant community is therefore
the purpose of democracy. It allows us
to be citizens once again. Knowing
that we have the power to define our
own possibilities, decide what choices
reside in our own hands and choose
our own future. We no longer require
great leaders – not even a strong,
“developed” economy – only each other, coming together with our gifts in
mind. We are, however, required to
join an association, share our gifts,
and become the principal producers of
our future. Extract from “Abundant
Community: Awakening the Power
of Families and Neighborhoods,” By
John McKnight and Peter Block

One of the ways we build abundant communities at DDP is by using the Community of
Practice program through Accompaniment. The section that follows describes in detail
what accompaniment is and what it entails.

@DDPdemocracy
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Deepening DDP’s Praxis through Community of
Practice

T

he purpose of this program is to
support and nurture community development practitioners that we
have trained as community facilitators, using our connecting communities approach.
It is to spread DDP’s approach to community
building and to support, develop and coordinate the work of like-minded community development facilitators. We do this by providing training in DDP’S Connecting CommuniConnecting Communities workshop that was held at the Blue
ties Methodology. This is a 3-day training
Marlin Hotel on 21-23 June 2017. This workshop was conducted
workshop by invitation with two separate folby DDP Director Dr Rama Naidu and attended by those who
attended the Train the Trainer Workshop and some of our partlow-up sessions. Having gone through the
ners in April.
training, the practitioners become members
of the Community of Practice. This means that they are willing and able to use the Connecting Communities method to build strong and effective communities.

1. Accompaniment

T

he DDP views its work in the
world through the lenses of an
interconnected society, one in
which civil societies work together in support of each other,
bounded by a shared vision. In DDP terminology, this way of living and working
is referred to as Accompaniment.
It is walking along with people, communities or organisations to provide the support they need for their strength and development.
Participants of the Train the Trainer Workshop that took place on

As partners in a joint journey, we share 18 April 2017 at the DDP Seminar Room.
with them ideas, information, skills,
knowledge and opportunities for joint work. Ultimately, we develop a community made up
of organisations or people with shared challenges, values, interests and goals; not necessarily a geographical location. This community is important because a healthy democracy
can only exist when we have active citizens serving their constituencies, motivated by a
shared vision of their own community.

www.ddp.org.za
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2. How Accompaniment Works?

A

DDP project staff is assigned to a civil society organisation to work with in implementing planned joint activities. Along the way, there are scheduled meetings to reflect on the ongoing work, exchange lessons and insights utilised to
inform ongoing joint interventions. Results from these learning sessions inform
the monitoring and evaluation processes and data is gathered on an ongoing basis to inform decision making on future joint possibilities.

3. What Accompaniment Entails?
•
•
•
•

Continuous data gathering – stories of change; events reports; activity reports;
Joint events/activities collaboration;
Contracting – in case of joint events/activities collaboration;
Joint proposal writing and submission.

A

ll the community practitioners on this program are part of community/civil society organisations and have undergone most of DDP workshops that strengthen
CSO organisations. It is because of these workshops that they can successfully
implement what they have learned at DDP in their own organisations which results in more impactful work in their communities.

Strengthening CSOs through Mentorship

The Citizen Journalism workshop in Diakonia on 27-28 March 2017 with Heather Thuysma

@DDPdemocracy
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V

usi Khambule who attended the Social Entrepreneur Workshop: Becoming a
Successful Social Change Innovator, that was held at the La Vita Hotel on 30
March 2017, said: “After my first ever Social Entrepreneurship training workshop
with DDP on the 30th and 31st of March 2017 I can confidently say the DDP has
all the alternatives to replace the current government system. Anyone who has been part
of these trainings before, and they are not impacted enough to implement genuine programs, projects and establish good quality organisations, should stop wasting the time of
those who need this remarkable opportunity and
not attend any future programs of the DDP.”
About the Citizen Journalism Workshop that
was held at the Diakonia Centre on 27-28
March 2017, Shiloh Kwakwa Xulu said: “Thank
you DDP for giving us such critical training.
The knowledge I received from this workshop
has really changed my perspective on some of
the issues we are facing. The facilitator was
excellent!”

20 Capacity building
workshops conducted. 387
people reached. (See ALL
activities page 32)

Participants studying the Democracy and You publication during the Rights and Recourse
workshop that took place on 9-10 March 2017 at the La Vita Hotel. The workshop was in
partnership with the Legal Resources Centre.

As stated on the diagram, during their mentorship or even
after their mentorship, there is
an ongoing relationship and
joint work between the DDP
and organisations outside of
this program. It is these organisations and individuals
that identify a need for more
active citizenship and civic education in their own communities. This is when they organise dialogues and forums in
their communities in partnership with the DDP, to mobilise, educate and activate
their communities on critical
issues.

@DDPdemocracy
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Mobilising Citizens: From Informed Citizens to Informed Communities (Citizens Engagement Program)

R

eading through most
newspaper publications,
one would find many adverts or public announcements. Instead of serving as genuine invitations to conversations,
these adverts present themselves
as general box-ticking exercises. If
the reader does decide to attend
these engagements, they quickly
find themselves lost or silenced by
the setup of the engagement, the
variety of voices represented and
the lack of a space to genuinely
dissent.

Freedom Month Dialogue at Ensimbini in Folweni on 26 April 2017.

The DDP recognises the frustration of being a part of such engagements and seeks to create more genuine spaces for
public participation; and this is done through the Citizen Engagement Program.
The purpose of our citizens program is to mobilise ordinary citizens and communities towards active citizenship in their own communities. The intention is to activate them to cocreate hopeful communities bounded by shared values and vision. They will achieve their
full human potential, foster spaces for critical dialogue and change.

Victor Radebe of the KZN Economic Council – Business sector was one of the
speakers at the Unpacking Radical Economic Transformation Forum that took
place on May 30 at the Diakonia Centre.

www.ddp.org.za

This is to activate, educate and
mobilise citizens to become active co-participants in the creation and accomplishment of their
own development agenda. Currently citizens in most communities are not part of their own development agenda as they are
not knowledgeable on what they
can do to get involved. They depend solely on government solutions instead of being active participants of their own solutions
suitable for their communities.
Therefore, mobilising citizens is
necessary.
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We mobilise through hosting community dialogues and forums around critical issues of governance, accountability,
social and economic justice, and nation building; empowering and accompanying communities through capacity
building workshops to support, capacitate and mentor
those we work with; producing educational materials that
can be distributed to communities to inform and educate
them about critical issues of active citizenship (e.g Democracy and You) and building partnerships with community radio stations to increase the reach of our educational
program to remote and marginalised areas.

33 dialogues and forums
2093 members of
communities,
schools and organisations reached.
(See ALL activities
page 32)

This program is important to DDP’s grand vision of mobilising citizens towards active citizenship because it provides a platform for citizens to have transformative dialogues and
exchange information about the various things they can do to better their communities.
We have invested significant time in ensuring
that even the staff at DDP are as immersed in
the work as possible. The work is not just for
what’s out there, but also about what’s within.
Significant periods of time are invested in
planning for every possible eventuality, and
post an engagement, the organisation reflects
on how the process can be held more carefully.
Due to realising that these engagements
A community dialogue that was held at the community hall in
themselves present their own challenges
Ntuzuma on 20 March 2017, which aimed to raise awareness
(space, time, location), the DDP continuously
about the rights of the deaf and blind.
seeks alternative spaces and looks to find
where people are. For instance, in 2017, a conscious decision was undertaken to do more
political forums outside the city center. An extension to this shift has been the focus on
community radio stations as vehicles for communicating to citizens inside their homes and
in a language that they are comfortable with.

Participants in dialogue during the SONA forum on 16
February 2017.

@DDPdemocracy
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Educating Citizens Through Community Radio

E

ducating communities is important for realising the DDP vision because, if
communities are not educated about issues of importance that require their
participation then they simply do not know, and if they don’t know, they can’t
act. This then creates an opposite of an educated and
active citizenry that the DDP envisions.

Community radio has been identified as
one of the key strategic conduits to reach
ordinary citizens due to its nature of being community orientated. The purpose
of using community radio to reach citizens is to inform, educate, and engage
the listeners (the community) on issues of local governance, economic
justice and democracy on principles enshrined in the National Development Plan
(NDP), Constitution and the Provincial
Growth and Development Plan (PGDP).
DDP project coordinator Brian Bhengu with ITheku FM host at one of the
These engagements came in the
programmes.
form of radio dramas based on the
information provided by the DDP,
which the stations then turned into a script
and dramatised. It also came in a form of discussions and dialogues on certain topics,
where DDP project coordinator and facilitator
Brian Bhengu was interviewed live on airwith citizens engaging with him through comments and questions via phone calls, email
and social media. Live broadcasts allowed for
more engagement and participation from the
listeners.

According to the SAARF (South African Audience Research Foundation) there is a total
listenership of 1.3 million of community
radio stations in KZN daily. This allows for
the DDP to reach more people than it usually
does through on the ground dialogues.
This year the DDP partnered with six com-

A schedule of upcoming radio discussion with DDP project
coordinator Brian Bhengu that was posted on DDP’s Facebook page.

www.ddp.org.za
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munity radio stations to further advance the objectives of its citizen engagement program
and realise it’s vision of educating citizens. These radio stations were Inanda fm based
in the INK area (Inanda, Ntuzuma and KwaMashu), Radio Kwezi in KwaMaphumulo, Izwi
LoMzansi in Durban station, Vibe fm in KwaMashu, iTheku fm in Hammersdale, and Sajonisi Youth Radio in Port St. Johns, Eastern Cape.
The litmus test, quite often, for an informed citizenry, is what are citizens willing to do
when they encounter wrongdoing on the part of government and other stakeholders?
More than that, how willing are they to risk their personal ambitions, towards pursuing the
universal good?

Activating Citizens Towards Holding Government
Accountable (Advocacy)

A

n integral part of DDP’s work is to build a strong civil society and active citizenship that can hold those in power to account. It is through this that the DDP vision of a “transformed society and responsive government” can be achieved.
This is when advocacy becomes important. Advocacy is the use of knowledge
for purposes of social change. These changes can be directed to government policies,
laws, procedures or sometimes ourselves.
Advocacy is therefore an act of supporting an issue and persuading the decision makers
on how to act to support the issue. It is also about activating and mobilising the community. It starts with a small group of people who share concerns about a specific problem
and are willing to devote time, their expertise and resources available to reach the desired change.
Through partnerships with other CSOs, the DDP has been involved in advocacy work
this year in the following ways:
1. Adhoc Committee on the Funding of Political Parties Bill

O

n 16 August 2017, DDP Programmes Manager Dr. Paul Kariuki presented civil society’s position on political party funding to the Adhoc Committee at Parliament in Cape Town. This was part of the committee’s effort to draft a Bill on
Political Party Funding which would require political parties to reveal the
sources that fund their parties. This Bill will further regulate where parties receive money
to pay for their election campaigns. The Draft Bill has since been made public and citizens had until 16 October 2017 to comment on the Bill before it can be officially debated
in parliament. These were our propositions concerning the Bill:

@DDPdemocracy
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Donor Cap: Limit on amount per donor, limit
amounts from external companies and governments, only companies with subsidiaries
should be allowed to donate and that amount
should be limited, donations above a particular
threshold should be disclosed in real-time
through a chapter 9 institution, thresholds and
limits to be informed by quantifiable analysis of
past political campaigns (the threshold at
which a particular donor can be thought to exercise an extraordinary amount of influence
over the way in which an organisation conducts its work);
Spending (expenditure) limits: limit on national and local election campaign expenditure
informed by average campaign expenditure in
past campaigns, continue to allow the proportional funding model of public funding, audit to
be conducted by Auditor General;
DDP Programmes Manager Dr. Paul Kariuki
Political party accounts: There needs to be a in Parliament in Cape Town.
shift of political party bank accounts from private
to
public because this encourages political party’s public disclosure of financial statements, annual financial reports to be accessible on central database and disclosure
of private funders as per limits/thresholds imposed on private donations.

2. KZNCSOC Expresses Concern Over Uncertainty Pertaining Social
Grants Payments as of 1 April 2017

T

he KZN Civil Society Organisation Coalition (KZNCSOC), representing 165 CSOs
as its members throughout KZN from all
sectors, shared its concern over the state
of uncertainty surrounding the payment of social
grants as of 1 April 2017 and its anger at the Department of Social Development in their handling
of such a critical role to 17,6 million of the most
vulnerable members of our community.
Right to Know members picket outside the SASSA offices
in Pretoria, 13 March 2017, The picket revolves around the
non payment of grants in April. Picture: Jacques Nelles

Affected beneficiaries included the elderly, the
disabled and children who would be compromised
if their grants are not paid on time.

The KZNCSOC admonished the Department of Social Development, the Minister of Social
Development and the South African Social Security Agency to put measures, infrastructure and processes in place to ensure that grants are in-sourced and are the sole domain
www.ddp.org.za
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of SASSA (South Africa Social Security Agency). Currently this function is out-sourced to
corporates whose sole mandate is to make profit, they don’t consider the poor in our
communities.

3. Anti-Racism Campaign 2017

T

he Anti- Racism Network South Africa
(ARNSA) in partnership with the Democracy Development Program and other
civil society organisations held an antiracism march campaign at the Musgrave Centre
in Durban, on Tuesday 14 March 2017. This silent march was part of the Anti Racism Week on
14-21 March 2017, culminating on Human Rights
Day and the International Day for the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination.
This week-long campaign aimed to tackle racism
in its various sectors and advocate for racial justice.

University students that were part of the silent march in
Musgrave Centre

The march come during a time where racism kept on rearing its ugly head in South Africa
in forms of racist video clips online and social media posts, disappointing proof that our
past is not yet overcome.
In addition to advocacy work, the DDP has been working with structures to engage local
government on a range of issues, mainly service-delivery related, through one its flagship projects known as Partners in Transformation (PIT).

One of the campaigners during the Anti-racism campaign silent
march.

@DDPdemocracy
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Engaging Local Government Structures in Communities
(Partners in Transformation)

T

he DDP enhances community’s
capacity to engage with local government structures in communities through PIT. This is a community capacity building workshop aimed
at enhancing capacities of local government and ward committee structures to
engage better with citizens, communities
and civil society organisations in their areas for the betterment of their service delivery and to promote accountability as well
as good governance.

PIT Training in progress at iLembe District.

This strengthens community voices and builds functional and effective relationships between communities and local government, which is part of the DDP vision. This training is
attended by members of the community including local government representatives (like
ward committees, councilors), traditional leaders, youth, religious leaders, ordinary members of the community and many more.

1. Objectives of PIT
The objectives are to:
•
increase participant’s understanding of how municipalities function,
•
to bring together different municipal stakeholders to enable them to understand each other’s roles and responsibilities and how to work together,
•
to enable participants to collectively identify challenges facing the municipality
and its people and come out with practical solutions to these challenges, to
promote public participation,
•
and to create a platform for constructive engagement and development of a
collective vision by different partners.
The DDP continues to be the leading convener of citizen gatherings in 2017, as it held
two successful conferences that united civil
society organisations and youth, connecting
them with strategic partners that can contribute positively to their work.

PIT Training in progress at iLembe District.

www.ddp.org.za
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DDP Convening Citizens - Conferences 2017
The DDP held two conferences this year namely the Youth Indaba and the KZNCSOC
3RD Annual Conferences. The main aim of convening these conferences is to expose
DDP partners and other delegates to relevant networks that can influence their individual
organisational work meaningfully as well as raising the profile of the DDP as a convener
of citizen gatherings. The section below presents the two conferences.

1. 3rd Annual Youth Indaba 2017
The Democracy Development Program
hosted its 3rd Annual Youth Indaba on
Wednesday to Thursday June 14-15 at
the Diakonia Centre in Durban. This
Indaba themed “Creating a Youth Led
Vision for South Africa” and “Social
and Systematic Change; Towards a
Youth Friendly Economy”, brought
together youth from diverse backgrounds and various parts of KwaZulu
Natal, Free State and Eastern Cape. It
also attracted strategic partners to provide input that’s useful for young people.

Ntombikayise Mkhize and Charles Hirow Asare, exhibitors during the
Youth Indaba on 14 June 2017.

The Indaba also gathered 15 young informal and formal entrepreneurs to exhibit their
businesses/innovations for the purposes of support, networking
and collaboration. Among the exhibitors were Smart Space, youth
employment accelerator Harambe, Kanga Fabrics and
“The NDP is a plan to
many others.
unite South Africans, unNational Planning Commission commissioner and
leash the energies of its
Director of Youth Lab, Tessa Dooms was the main
citizens, grow an incluspeaker on day one, presenting about the National
sive economy, build caDevelopment Plan (NDP). Dooms has worked as a
pabilities, and enhance
youth development practitioner and researcher for
the capability of the state
over 10 years, developing strategies for youth emand leaders working topowerment. She has published on youth in local
gether to solve complex
and international publications. Dooms works as a
problems.”
consultant and trainer for various divisions of the African Union Commission, the Emory School of Public
Health (Atlanta, USA) and the Boston University Health and
Faith
coalition and other international development organisations on
youth policy,
programming and lived experiences.
@DDPdemocracy
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The NDP is a strategy that was
drafted and adopted by the South
African National Planning Commission to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by 2030.
Dooms said it was important that
South Africans were actively involved in the formation of the NDP
and its implementation. She asked:
“Is the NDP available in all official
languages? How do we plan to
bring it to the various communities?” She added that the execuNational Planning Commissioner Tessa Dooms Presenting on the NDP
tive summary of the NDP has been during the first day of the Youth Indaba on 14 June 2017.
translated to all official languages
of SA. Dooms added: “We can have all the great opportunities in the world but if we don’t
look at
who the people are then we would have failed.”

“We can have all
the great opportunities in the world but
if we don’t look at
who the people are
then we would have
failed.”

Another main presenter and strategic partner was Cebile Khanyile, the stakeholders relations officer at the
KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development and Environmental Affairs (KZN- DEDTEA).
She spoke on the newly implemented Radical Economic Transformation (RET).

According to Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa
RET is “in essence, about building a more equal society through sustained inclusive growth.” The KZNDEDTEA is mandated to oversee the socio-economic
transformation in the province. It therefore leads the policy
and
strategic initiatives directed at promoting development and
growth in various sectors of the economy. However, to achieve its objectives, the department must co-operate with various stakeholders and social partners that includes the private sector and civil society. Khanyile showed how the youth can participate and benefit
from RET through her presentation.
The Indaba continued with various break away sessions headed by various stakeholders,
that provided insights and skills in how the youth attending can upskill themselves and
prepare for employment or running a business.

www.ddp.org.za
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2. 3rd Annual KZNCSOC Conference 2017

T

he KwaZulu-Natal Civil Society Coalition (KZNCSOC) hosted its third annual conference on 20-21 September 2017. The conference took place at the Garden Court
Marine Parade in Durban and
was sponsored by the Democracy Development Program (DDP).

This year’s theme was “Stronger Together” which focused on building stronger partnerships among CSOs in KwaZulu
Natal. The conference was based on findings from a research report titled “The
State of Civil Society in KwaZulu Natal”. This was commissioned by the Coalition, which surfaced challenges that the
sector is facing in the province and the
opportunities available for collaboration
as one way of mitigating these challenges, whilst strengthening existing partner-

Bahai dance group during the second day of the conference.

ships to deepen their collective impact.
More than 150 people attended the conference. The conference gathered delegates from diverse backgrounds, strategic partners, Provincial Legislation as key
speaker, Statistics SA to enlighten delegates about the role of CSOs in promoting Sustainable Developmental Goals
(SDGs).
There were also various speakers from
different organisations including the Konrad-Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) Foundation
South Africa head, Henning Suhr, who
Q and A Session about the research report during the first day of the
gave a message of support for the conKZNCSOC Conference.
ference and the coalition. He said:
“Political parties are to be more open
minded to CSO's to know what the people are saying.” A new executive committee for the
coalition was aslso elected.
A key element of DDP’s journey, has been the recognition that the developmental space
needs to be navigated collaboratively through the building of equitable and just relationships that can assist those in partnership to leverage skills, resources and so forth, towards
the achievement of a common set of goals. To ensure that the partnerships that DDP engages in are genuine and equitable, and to further ensure that civil society as a sector, continues to be a strong voice in the political contestations, the DDP has made a variety of opportunities available for the sharpening of skills and the extension of capacities as laid out
in the following section of the report.
@DDPdemocracy
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Impactful Community Development Through
Partnerships are important in the civil society sector because they strengthen the cause of
organisations working towards similar goals. Partnerships are especially important at DDP
as our partners help to spread our vision and use our methodology of change to transform
their communities.
“Flexible branches and strong roots can withstand strong winds… The question is not
should we work together but rather how can we work together.” Raymond Perrier of the
Denis Hurley Centre.

1. 2017 Key DDP Partnerships
PARTNER NAME

Nature of work

How DDP benefits from
the partnership

What these partnerships mean to
DDP

Legal Resource
Centre

Provision of legal and
human rights information to communities
and CSOs

The partnership means that the DDP
has capacity to reach more communities with additional component – accessible legal services and
knowledge through a trusted and
credible partner.

Urban Future Centre (DUT)

Providing on the edgeresearch on inclusive
cities and citizenresponsive urban planning;

Making All Voices
Count

Providing technical
support to civil society
organisations in developing submissions on
relevant themes to
parliament in an effort
to lobby on thematic
issues of national importance.
The unit publishes
human rights publications as well as training CSOs, government
officials, academics
etc. on its publications.
Strengthening their
capacity to do their
work more impactfully
in their communities
where they operate.

The partnership strengthens the DDP efforts of educating citizens on human
rights and democracy.
DDP’s work is deepened
through the partnership as
the partner compliments our
raising of citizens’ civic education through dissemination of information.
The DDP has successfully
secured a funded project
that seeks to develop a
comprehensive policy document about inclusiveness in
city planning processes
acknowledging the impact
of migration on urban planning processes.
This partnership has raised
the profile of the DDP nationally, being counted
among influential civil society organisations in South
Africa.

The DDP has gained a strategic partner who compliments her mission of educating and raising awareness among citizens on
human rights.
The DDP benefits by establishing a civil society network bounded by shared
values and vision of community building.

This partnership deepens the DDP’s
mission of educating citizens on human rights as well as activating them
to play their part in deepening democracy through their active participation
in nation building.
The partnerships strengthen DDP’s
capacity to model a collective civil
society has a greater impact in deepening democracy. It therefore means
that the DDP can lead in repositioning
the sector from a self-centred position
to a citizen-community centred sector.

Street Law Unit,
UKZN

DDP CSO Partners
(ASONET, MCC,
GKCF, Folweni
Community Resource Centre,
Youth Network)

www.ddp.org.za

This partnership deepens the DDP
mission of mobilising and educating
citizens on important trends such as
inclusive cities and migration. The
partnership means that the DDP can
engage on meaningful research processes with confidence through reliable higher education institutions such
as UFC.
This partnership means that DDP has
capacity to engage on national discourses and make its voice heard on
behalf of ordinary citizens and communities it represents.
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The impact of the DDP interventions through our partners has been amazing. Let us look
at some of the Stories of Change that we recorded this year.

Impact of DDP’s Work

O

ur work is mainly process-oriented, meaning it cannot be counted numerically. It
involves working with ordinary citizens and communities in highly dynamic and
complex situations. Whilst we recognise that there are some aspects of our
work that are quantifiable there are many more that are not. We deal with this
dilemma by collecting critical stories of change as the primary means of assessing our impact.
This methodology uses both aspects of appreciative enquiry and the stories of communities as they begin to use the skills they have gained as a result to their exposure to DDP’s
work and way of working in the world. They gain capacity to engage more powerfully within their own communities and with other stakeholders who have a direct influence on their
lives.
Through our tested practice, we firmly believe that ordinary citizens take time to incubate
learnings and that at the right time something new will emerge in terms of activating citizenship and enabling communities to take care of themselves. This way, the DDP monitoring and evaluation work is centered on measuring how this change in behaviour and
mind-set occurs and is best captured through stories of change.
The following are stories of change from four of our partner organisations:

1. Africa Solidarity Network (ASONET)

A

SONET is a non-profit organisation that was founded
in 2014 in the KwaZuluNatal region by a group of
migrants in KZN in partnership with locals.
According to one of the founding
members and secretary general of
the organisation, Daniel Byamungu
Dunia, the organisation was initiated
to strengthen the integration processASONET members during a meeting at the DDP Seminar Room
es of all people and promote peace
building, justice, good governance
and explore opportunities that strengthen partnerships amongst civil society formations.
The organisation is one of the DDP partners that work in and with communities to
strengthen democracy in the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region.

@DDPdemocracy
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ASONET has gained vast experience and knowledge in facilitation, conducting
workshops and dialogues through its partnership with DDP and their continual
attendance of DDP workshops and dialogues.
The organisation is growing in the province and is now expanding to other provinces.
They are planning to have an office in Johannesburg in the Gauteng province,
and expand to other countries where there are African migrants.
“The organisation has secured funding from the Foundation for Human Rights
(FHR) to conduct dialogues, capacity building, Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)
programs and other community building activities to protect human rights and the
rights of refugees in the province”, said Dunia.

2. Lindelani Youth Forum (LYT)

T

he Lindelani
Youth Forum
(LYF) is a youth
development
organisation
based in Ntuzuma in
Lindelani Township.

LYF during one of their planning meetings in Lindelani, Ntuzuma.

According to the founder
and chairperson, Melusi
Mahlaba (27), the organisation was formed
by young, enthusiastic,
creative and dynamic
professionals with a
stream of innovative ideas in
2015 and was registered in

2016.
“We are young activists with different life and educational backgrounds. However, we
share a common vision which is to address the social ills that are affecting the youth of
South Africa”, Said Mahlaba.
He said the formation of the organisation came after they saw several young people in
their community living under unbearable social predicaments of unemployment, lack of
access to skills development opportunities and substance abuse.
This organisation ensures that young people discover their talents and assist with various skills development programs that will take them out of the streets and help them
realise their full potential using their immense talents and passions.

www.ddp.org.za
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The role of the forum is to address youth challenges through creating empowerment programs, awareness's campaigns and skills development activities in the Arts and Culture,
Sports & Recreation, Social development, Health and Education & Careers sectors. The
beneficiaries of the programmes are young people between the ages of 14-35 years old.
LYT is one of the successful and well managed youth organisations that are part of the
DDP Youth Desk.
According to Mahlaba, the relationship with DDP started with a workshop that he attended
for the first time in La Mercy Hotel where he decided to never let the relationship go stale
because of the relevance DDP has to his organisation. “The workshop I went to was very
informative and it changed my level of thinking”, he said.
The organisation has benefited much from DDP trainings and workshops, they can now
keep their own books, plan their events, host, conduct and facilitate their workshops, dialogues and forums.
DDP Has equipped them with skills and knowledge that they now use in their organisation
and community. These include proposal writing, paperwork, mobilisation, strategic planning
and entrepreneurship (to help organisations grow financially without relying on funders).
He added that they have learned much from DDP which has helped them groom the organisation to what it is today. They are planning to have a long-term relationship with DDP.
“We are really grateful for their interventions and contributions to our young organisation,
we strongly feel that DDP should maintain its formality and name so that the whole country
can be reached in future”, concluded Mahlaba.

LYF assisting pupils with university applications in Ntuzuma.

@DDPdemocracy
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3. Greater KwaMakhutha Community Foundation (GKCF)

T

he Greater KwaMakhutha Community Foundation is an organisation based in
the KwaMakhutha community and was established in 2014. Although the organisation is based in KwaMakhutha, it also serves the surrounding areas including Adams, Illovo and Folweni.

The foundation has about 3500 members and is 100% volunteer based. It was established to assist the community in any way it can, according to Xolani Jama an active
member of the organisation. Jama said when the organisation started it was uncertain
of the areas of work it must focus on but have since defined their purpose.
Their purpose and focus is radical economic transformation for KwaMakhutha and surrounding areas. “We want to make sure that the economy in KwaMakhutha is covered
in all aspects” said Jama.
The foundation recently renovated an old
and abandoned old-age home which it
now uses as its centre where all their activities take place. The members of the
foundation together with community
members renovated the building without
financial assistance from the government
or funders. “We depended mainly on donations (of time, skills and resources).
People donated cement, doors and windows.”
Jama said the centre aims to be an “all in
one box” in that it will address the economic, spiritual, emotional and physical
needs of the community. He said: “These
four things can help create a change beGKCF members and community volunteers during the renovacause we are all affected by the bad
tion process of the old age home which is now their office.
economy. There are many qualified but
unemployed youth. The centre will put
jobs at their reach by sharing advertised vacancies at the centre. We will also engage
people on business development and help them figure out which aspect of business
they want to develop themselves into.”

The foundation has organised and executed several successful projects in the community which include: sports tournaments, beauty pageants, the planting trees to conserve
the environment, have renovated a park “from scratch” and hosted various community
dialogues in partnership with the DDP.
Jama said the DDP has assisted the foundation with “more than 70% of the information” they receive. He said: “Without DDP we wouldn’t be this far. They (DDP) have
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made a big difference in our lives no matter
how small they think it is. Whenever we run
out of options we turn to DDP for advice.”
Various members of the foundation have
attended workshops that are part of the
CSO Strengthening Program at the DDP.
This program has provided training on strategic planning for organisations, writing of
proposals, media relations for organisations
and many others. “These workshops have
trained us on how to lead the foundation.
All the information we have on successfully
running an organisation comes from the
DDP.”

The old age home when the renovations were almost complete.

4. Vumengazi Care Foundation (VCF)

V

umengazi Care Foundation is a community based organisation in Engonyameni
outside of Umlazi. It was founded by the
Induna (chief) of the area, M.A Nombela.

The foundation focuses mainly on empowering the
community with various skills as well as community
and rural development specifically in agriculture.
Through workshops and various strategic meetings, the DDP has mentored VCF in organisational
capacity and the ability to envision its own work going forward. The DDP has also assisted in
strengthening its leadership so that the foundation
is able to deliver its services effectively to the community.
In nine months of its establishment, the foundation
has been able to: build a stable leadership structure, have a clear plan for its work for the year,
hosted their first major cultural Heritage Day dialogue and has two upcoming events (including 16
Days of Activism in December and an annual
Members of VCF during the Heritage Month CelebraAGM). It has established a membership based organisation with 76 singed members, eight leaders
and is fully owned by the community and have received their NPO certificate.

@DDPdemocracy
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With the assistance of the DDP they have: gained fundraising skills and secured sponsorship for their first event from the local South African Police Services, local businesses and
the community, the foundation has a fully functioning reporting structure that is documenting
their processes and they have an office, which the chief area allowed them access in the
community hall.
This means the DDP is making significant contribution by mentoring and accompanying
grass root organisations in their journey of growth. The DDP creates capacity to nurture a
new network of civil society organisations that are interested in their own growth so they can
serve their communities.

The VCF cultural event that took place in September 2017

These critical Stories of Change are a testimony that to unify and strengthen organisation
and community voices, the DDP interventions are still needed. So, therefore the services
that DDP offers will be relevant for many more years to come. Following are sections that
introduce people that work in various capacities to manifest the DDP vision.

Making Space for New Leadership
2017 saw the coming in of three new board members at the DDP. New board members
were added because of their positive contribution towards realising DDP’s vision. They bring
a new and fresh perspective about DDP’s work in a changing political context, they share
the vision values of the DDP.
The main role of the board is to govern and oversee operations of the organisation through
acting as fiduciaries. They are legally, financially and morally responsible for the organisation. They have five main tasks: creating and defining the mission and purpose of the organisation, hiring and working with the Executive Director, financial oversight – medium and
long term, manage strategically and they act as a voice for the organisation – providing publicity for the organisation at events.
Here are our new board members:
www.ddp.org.za
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Mrs. Ntombikayise maNkosi Ngcobo
Ngcobo was born and breed in Ntuzuma. She is
presently the principal of Waterloo Primary School,
which is 5km away from Verulam. She graduated
with a Master’s in Education from the University of
KwaZulu Natal. Her area of focus is Women Leadership and Management. Her interest in gender related issues led her to the journey of studying towards a PhD. She is the deputy of the Women of
Power Society and a member of Mafukuzela Gandhi Circuit Research Committee which is tasked to
analyse learner’s academic performances. Her
greatest accomplishment is being advanced into all school management positions (Head of
department in 2000, deputy principal in 2004 and a principal in 2014) so early in her career
as well as graduating with a Master’s in education. Subsequently she views herself as a
scholarly.

Judge C N Patel
B Iuris, LLB, LLM, Barrister- at – Law (Lincoln’s Inn).
Judge Patel served as Judge President of Kwa-Zulu Natal from 2012 to 2014. He also served as Judge of Appeal on the Competition Appeal Court and the Labour
Appeal Court. Have lectured at the then University of
Botswana and Swaziland and thereafter at the then University of Natal. He joined the Natal Society of Advocates in 1987 and took silk in 1997. Appointed Judge of
the High Court in November 1999. Presently he is the
Trustee of the Mahatma Gandhi Development Trust and
the Gujarati Hindu Sanskruti Kendra as well as advisor
to the Ramakrihna centre of South Africa.

Mr. Bonginkosi Bhekizenzo Biyela
BB Biyela is a consultant in local government. He graduated in 2000 with an Honours Bachelor of Arts degree in Municipal Finance Development Administration. He
holds a certificate in Management Development from Wits Business School (20072008). His career in local government spans over 20 years.
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Staff News

T

he DDP, in its journey of growth has been creating spaces for its staff to explore their individual potential and to realise how their potential
contributes to the overall organisation vision.

At the same time, we realises that every staff member
is on a journey and there is a desire to grow their professional capacities.
In this year, Miss Nonhla Gamede joined the SALGABC
after serving the DDP for 7 years. Throughout her journey at DDP, Miss Gamede has grown professionally in
her expertise as an administrator. She has had an opportunity to mentor many upcoming administrators
through the DDP internship program.
One such intern is Miss Nokulunga Tshabalala who
joined the DDP internship program in 2017 and had the
following to say:
DDP Finance Manager Lynn Schmitz with former
DDP Administration Assistant Nonhla Gamede
during her farewell party on 31 March 2017.

“Nonhla is a good hardworking lady, a mentor who always told me to keep my head up high, and today my
KPA’s have improved”.

Also, a long serving DDP resident, political analyst and
projects coordinator Mr Sthembiso Madlala left the DDP to join the KwaZulu-Natal Tourism
Authority as the Chairperson. He had the following to say about his journey: “I have been
exposed to different people who have made positive contributions in my life and have
shared a myriad of platforms with people from diverse backgrounds”, said Madlala
He added that he gained vast knowledge and experience with knowing and understanding
the DDP methodology, in terms of conducting dialogues, and exposure to different CSO’s.
At the same time, the organisation
gained 2 new members of staff in addition to the interns. Thandiwe Klaas
who’s the new DDP receptionist and
Mbali Manaka who recently joined the
organisation as projects officer.
Overall the DDP team has remained
strong and focused, and passionately
committed in its work to ensure that the DDP Director Dr. Rama Naidu with former DDP project coordinator
vision of the organisation is realised and Sthembiso Madlala during his farewell party on 28 July 2017.
maintained and that its partners continue to support the organisation in making the vision a reality.
www.ddp.org.za
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DDP Communicating its Work Through Media.
1. DDP Social Media Activity
Our social media platforms have also improved their reach and engagement over the last
3 years, we have increased traffic on all our online platforms. (For more details please see
figure 1 below)

2. Media Coverage

I

n addition to social media traffic and our regular community radio program engagements with our partners, we have received good media coverage from national television and radio stations like the ENCA, SABC and iGagasi FM. Our forums on the
State of the Nation Address and Radical Economic Transformation were covered by
national and provincial newspapers like The Mercury and the Daily Sun. We also received
coverage from online news websites and blogs like DUT Journalism Iziko and The Sowetan Live.

@DDPdemocracy
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Figure 2.

Following is a list of all activities and strategic meetings with partners that have taken
place in 2017.
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Year to Date Activities
Seminars as facilitated by the DDP to date this year:
Aktenzeichen / Reference code : A10230000V
Sep 17
Month:

DDP 2017 YTD

KAS Activities 2017
Nr.

Datum

Ort

TN

St
ab
Seminar Costs for JANUARY -BM-17- 033

1

20 01 2017

DDP House

22

1 Accompanying partners (Civil Society Org)-Dbn
JANUARY

YTD January 2017
2

11 02 2017

3

02-17 to 19

17

4

24-24 Feb

La Vita Durban

49

5

25 02 2017

Sphumelele

95
234

1 Community Forum Kwa Makhuta BM-DDP-17Seminar Costs for FEBRUARY - BM-17-033
FEBRUARY

256

YTD February 2017

6

16 02 2017

7

Elangeni

73

Community capacity Youth dialogues -BM-DDP1 002
Strategic Planning Sydenham (CSO) BM-DDP1 17 - 017
Youth Capacity Building-Strat Plan BM-DDP-1714 006

Lindelani
Scottburgh
(Blue Marlin)

77

10 PF Unpack Sona 2017 - BM-001

2017-02-28/29 Diakonia

23

8 Fundraising BM-015

8
9
10
11

2017-03-09/10
18 03 2017
20 03 2017
15 03 2017

DDP House
Diakonia
Folweni
DDP House

4
15
74
12

2
3
2
4

12

20 03 2017

Diakonia

144

13
14

29 03 2017
31 03 2017

DDP House
DDP House

21
3
373

Pre-Plan Managers Forum BM-003
Human Rights Dialogue BM-020
Commemorating Human Rights Day BM -020
NDP Vision 2030 Think Tank BM-022
Community Dialogue Youth (Human Rights) BM3 002
Capacity Building (sustainable Development
3 group) BM 006
5 Hand Over KAS leadership - BM 029
Seminar Costs for MARCH -BM-17-033

629

MARCH

YTD MARCH 2017
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

9-10/03
27-28/03
03/30
30-31/03
04/03
12-13/04
18/04

22

20/04

La Vita
Diakonia
Daruma
La Vita
DDP House
La Vita
DDP House
Nu West Secondary School

21
25
4
23
5
23
9

2
3
1
5
1
5
5

Youth Capacity- 006
Citizens Journalism -030
New Board Members induction to DDP -028
Capacity Building - 006
Accompanying partners -019

82

3 Youth Dialogue Human Rights - 002

Capacity Building Youth (professionalism)- 006

Train the trainer -026

@DDPdemocracy
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Activities (continued)
Riverdene Secondary School
Hillgrove secondary
24 21 04 2017 school
23 20/04

39

3 Youth Dialogue Human Rights - 002

61
292

4 Youth Dialogue Human Rights - 002
Seminar Costs for APRIL - BM-17-033
APRIL

921 90
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

24 Apr
04/25-26
26 Apr
26 Apr
27 Apr
28 Apr
04 May
2017-05-04
& 05
May 06
9- 10 May
18-19 May
20 May
30 May

YTD APRIL 2017

Kwa Mashu
Auberge Hollandaise
Marianridge
Folweni
Sphumelele
Lamontville
Lakehaven

98
10
24
91
101
69
46

4 Community Forum Asonet - 001
2 ARNSA reflection - 018

La Vita
Sparks Estate
Diakonia
La Vita
Marianridge
Diakonia

29
31
23
23
11
47

4
1
4
1

Community Forum Marianridge - 004
4 FREEDOM Dialogue

Freedom month community mobilization - 001
1 Freedom month community mobilization - 001
1 Youth Dialogue Human Rights - 002
Youth capacity building - 006
Community Forum -001
Strategic Planning -017
youth capacity building M & E - 006
Accompanying partners (follow-up)-019
10 Radical Economic Transformation PF - 001
Seminar Costs May -BM-17- 033

MAY

603

12
1524 2
38 27 May
DUT
39 14-15 June Diakonia

48
152

40 20-21 June DDP

18

41 21-23 June Blue Marlin Hotel

22

YTD MAY 2017

7 Franki Dialogue: imagine a future that has not emerged as
9 3 Annual Youth Indaba- BM 005
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) data handling ca6 pacity building
workshop BM 006
2 Connecting Communities workshop BM 011
Seminar Costs June BM-17-033

June
YTD June 2017

240

1764
z
42
43
44
45
46
47

28 Jun
29 Jun
4 July
13 Jul
18 Jul
18 Jul

Diakonia
DDP House
DDP House
DDP House
DDP House
Hammersdale

53
10
21
5
10
97

8
1
5
4
1
1

Civil Society Forum- Violence against women & children
PF-001
KZNCSOC prep meeting for conference -004
Stakeholders of CSO partners -007
Explore partnership Radio Stations - 014
MCC strategic planning meeting - 017
Youth Dialogue Äccess to quality Health - 002
Seminar Costs JULY BM-17-033

196
1960
www.ddp.org.za
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Activities (continued)
48 25 Jul

38

5 Men to Men Dialogue (gender) BM-17-002

30

0 Conflict Resolution BM-17- 006

50 2-3 Aug

Diakonia
Ink creative Arts
Centre
La Vita Conference
Centre

26

3 Monitoring and Evaluation BM-17-006

51 11 Aug

Umkomaas South

65

52 16-17 Aug
53 24 Aug

DDP House
Belaire Suites

10
6

3 Community Dailogue Womens' Empowerment BM-17Sustainable Development Goals - Data handling follow7 up BM-17-006
3 Personal Mastery & Leadership Follow-Up BM-17-010
Seminar Costs AUGUST-BM-17-033

49 27-28 Jul

175
2135
54 10 Aug

AUGUST
YTD AUGUST 2017

86

1 SANACO Democracy and You dialogue BM025

55 25 Aug

Lay Ecumenical
Garden Court Marine
Parade

48

56 25 Aug

Phezulu High School

59

57 31 Aug

Prince Grant Hotel

5

13 Womens Dialogue BM 009
Untu Innnovations Democracy and You dialogue
0 BM025
Partner meeting with KAS and community radio partners
1 BM 019

58 15 Sep

Ntuzuma F Hall

55

0 Izimpho Zethu Democracy and You dialogue BM025

135

10 KZNCSOC Confernce BM 004
Seminar Costs September -BM-17-033

Garden Court Marine
59 20-21.09.2018 Parade

388
2523
60 06.09.2017
61 7-8.09.2017

Mariann rdige
Ongegund Lodge

20

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Greenhill House
Inteke
Blue Marlin Hotel
Hammersdale
Elangeni Hotel
Eshowe
Diakonia Center
Wentworth
Blue Marlin Hotel

58

15.09.2017
25.09.2017
27-29.09.2017
30.09.2017
03.10.2017
07.10.2017
11-12.10.2017
16-17.10.2017
17-19.10.2017

71 20-22.10.2017 Blue Marlin Hotel
72 31.10.2017
Coastlands Hotel
73 3.11.2017
DDP
Garden Court Marine
74 13.11.2017
Parade

8

82
24
45
40

September
YTD September 2017
1 MCC Democracy and You dialogue BM025
1 Managers Forum BM 003
0
0
2
2
7

Political Dialogue BM 002
GKCF Democracy and You dialogue BM025
Personal mastery and Leadership BM010
Africa Unite Democracy and You dialogue BM025
Poltiical Forum BM 001
Political Dialogue BM 002
Follow up fundraising workshop
Wentworth Leaders Dialogue
Aspirant Leaders Political Party workshop
Department of Health Teambuilding and Leadership
workshop
ARNSA- Reading and writing about people
DDP AGM
Social Cohesion Conference
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Activities (continued)
75 17-19.11.2017 Drakensburgh Sun
Garden Court Marine
76 20-21.11.2017 Parade
77 28.11.2017
La Vita
78 TBC
TBC
79 TBC
TBC
80 TBC
TBC
81 TBC
82 TBC

Youth Leadership workshop
Street Law Democracy and You Train the trainer workshop
Youth Evaluation workshop
Women in Leadership
Poltical Forum
Men to Men dialogue
ARNSA- racial equity and dehumanising issues- video
documentary and dialogue
ASONET Culutral diversity workshop

TBC
TBC

2800

MOTT 2017 Activities
1
2
3
4

28/8-1/9/2017
15.09.2017
9-13.10.2017
TBC

Kwadukuza
Kwadukuza
Ndedwe Municipality
Ndedwe Municipality

PIT Training
PIT Community Dialogue
PIT Training
PIT Community Dialogue

Cities Alliance 2017 Activities
1 14.07.2017
2 08.08.2017
3
4
5
6
7
8

29.08.2017
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC

Umlazi D Section
Diakonia Center
Isipingo Beach community hall

119
51

Cities Alliance Community Dialogue
Cities Alliance Community Dialogue

56

Cities Alliance Community Dialogue
Cities Alliance Community Dialogue
Cities Alliance Community Dialogue
Cities Alliance Community Dialogue
Cities Alliance Community Dialogue
Cities Alliance Community Dialogue
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List of Strategic Meetings with Partners
DATE
JANUARY:
10
12
18
24
25
30
FEBRUARY:
03
07
09
13
16
22
23
27
28

MARCH:
01
02
06
07
08
13
15
16
17
22
23
27
30
31
APRIL:
06
07
19

20
21
25

MEETING
Meeting with Kira
Meeting with Bheki Jele- KZN Blind
ASONET meeting
KZNCSOC Meeting
ASONET meeting
Meeting with Wendy
Cities alliance project meeting
Meeting with youth organisations
Asonet- FHR call
Teleconference- Sonwabo and Nontando
KZNCSOC –strat planning meeting
Meeting with Pravina

•

Meeting- Mfundisi from Lamontville
Asonet meeting
UFC meeting- cities alliance
Meeting with Jay
Activate stations meeting

Daniel ASONET Meeting
-Meeting-Bernice
-Folweni Church group meeting
GGLN meeting
Meeting – Nonkululeko
KZNCSOC meeting
Meeting with Lynn
Meeting with Pravina ( Thoughtfire)
Meeting with Thandeka from the Aha group hotels
Meeting with VCF
NDP think tank meeting
ASONET/DDP Prep meeting
Meeting with Justin Foxton
Meeting with Dorothy - SDG workshop
ARNSA meeting
Meeting with asonet leadership
SCA meeting
Meeting with new board members
KAS hand over Meeting
Reflection on women’s dialogue meeting
Meeting with Ousmane (Foundation)
Prep Meeting for Freedom Month Dialogues with DDP Partners
Meeting with StatSA
Planning Meeting (Freedom Day)
SCA Planning meeting
Meeting - Dr. Naidu – Sue
SCA Planning meeting

@DDPdemocracy
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Meetings (continued)

MAY:
02
03
04
08
10
11
16
19
22
24
25
26
27
29
30
31

JUNE:
05
06
11
15
21
JULY:
03
04
06
13

20
21
24
25
26
27
28
31

Meeting with Dan (ASONET) Leadership planning meeting
-Project team meeting
-Meeting with Jenny & Sandile - KZNCSOC Research Project
KZNCSOC EXEC MEETING
Meeting with Justin Foxton
Meeting Prof Reddy
KZNCSOC research meeting
-VCF meeting
-Africa unite meeting
Skype project team meeting
Planning meeting- Frank Dialogue
Meeting – GKCF
Youth indaba prep meeting
Meeting with GKCF
Meeting with LYF
DDP\DUT meeting –n dialogue on racism
-Management meeting
-Prep meeting for May forum
Meeting with izimpilo zethu
Stakeholders Meeting CA Project
Meeting ASONET leadership

Project team meeting
Budget meeting Dr Naidu, Paul, Lynn & Sue
project team reflection meeting
KZNCSOC EXEC MEETING AT VULEKA
VCF Community Organization - Work plan Meeting
Communications team meeting
Mid-term Stakeholder meeting (reflections)
Meeting- LYF,/ Izimpil;o zethu
-Radio Stations meeting
-ASONET MEETING
-Ecosafe meeting
-GIZ meeting
-Prep meeting
-GIZ Meeting
-Daniel and Percy asonet meeting
-Meeting- Nonkululeko M&E workshop
Meeting Dan& Ashantewaa
Proposal writing Meeting
KZNCSOC EXEC meeting
Budget meeting
VCF meeting
ASONET and DDP Meeting
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Meetings (continued)
AUGUST:
02
07
11
15
18
21
22
23
24
28
30

SEPTEMBER:
05
07
08
11

DDP Board Meeting
-Meeting with Femada
-ARNSA meeting
-Research meeting – UKZN
Meeting with Thuli Hadebe
Meeting in Ohio –USA
-Meeting vibe fm
-Dimba
Meeting with Nosi- to discuss the pamphlet/ bookmark
Brian DDP
Meeting –LYF
Meeting with Pravinah
Visit to Sajonisi youth radio
Meeting with street law
VCF meeting

13
14
19
22

Meeting – DDP and Africa unite
Meeting with izimpilo zethu
Stakeholders meeting
Meeting – Skhumbuzo and Melusi Ohlange library
Meeting with Musa Mseleku
Academy meeting
Meeting with Kira
Meeting – Community development centre
Meeting- with Grace

26

Meeting GIZ team – PREORIA

27

Meeting with Laura
Meeting with Menzi Gwala- Ndwedwe
Meeting with Xolani and Shabangu- DDP offices
Meeting with Africa unite – Dennis Hurley centre

28
Meeting – Andile Cele – DDP offices
Debriefing meeting- MVC &DDP
OCTOBER:
02

Prep meeting for the forum
Meeting with Zinhle from Ethekwini municipality
Meeting with Jay
Meeting with Mbali

03

Meeting with Danile- ASONET
Esylyn From SCA
Meeting- Africa Unite

05
06

Right to Know meeting
YMCA board meeting \
Meeting with Farida
Activate meeting
Meeting with Memela- ethekwini municipality
GIZ skype call
Global Pact meeting
Meeting with Afesis
VCF meeting
Budget meeting
KZNCSOC Exec Meeting
Meeting with Rhonda- SA Cane growers
MCC board meeting

09
10
17
18
19
24
26
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Financial Statement
The Financials will be added here
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Business Tagline or Motto

